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1. INTR~DLKTION 
In our previous paper [18], the interest of classical invariant theory in the 
algebraic form of projective geometric properties was recast in terms of invariance 
of first-order formulas for certain categories of models. Following the lead of 
the classical studies we concentrated on the nonsingular linear and semilinear 
transformations between vector spaces-the geometric collineations. We 
characterized, by their syntactic form, the first-order formulas invariant for these 
categories. 
Classical invariant theory has developed, since 1900, in algebraic rather than 
geometric hands and been pronounced dead by algebraists [6]. Perhaps for this 
reason the further question of invariance under choices of homogeneous coor- 
dinates was not explicitly developed. There appear to be several contributing 
factors. For technical convenience, polynomial concomitants were simply 
reduced to their homogeneous parts and these parts analyzed separately, 
without resorting to questions of invariance [4, p. 71. It happened that ?z-ary 
forms, which are already homogeneous, were the algebraically interesting 
quantities and the tools available handled these forms, at least for linear trans- 
formations [4, pp. 4-7; 13, p. 14; 14, pp. 133181. All q ucstions of invariance were 
placed in a rigid mold of inv-ariance under a group of transformations, and 
changing homogeneous coordinates at a particular variable did not produce any 
obvious group. IVe note that these changes of coordinates also fail to fit the 
framework of “invariance for a category of models” presented in [18]. These 
tendencies went along with the algebraic assumption that what is interesting in 
invariance is to have: 
Pw%),...> 4%)) = @(P(% >..., x,,)) 
where p is a polynomial and o is usually acting as a linear substitution on x, and 
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always as a group element [4, p. 4; 11, p. 3141. This assumption is not adequate 
for homogeneous coordinates nor for some other logical or geometric mor- 
phinisms, nor is it the obvious form of invariance for geometric purposes. 
From a geometric point of view invariant theory originated as an analysis of 
the connections involved in the algebraic expression of geometric properties. 
With the development of modern logic, the forms of expression appropriate 
for a geometric property seem naturally to revolve around polynomial equations, 
rather than functions, and more generally we can use first-order formulas in the 
theory of integral domains. A property holds at a K-tuple of points if the coor- 
dinates of these points satisfy the equation or formula. The geometric reality 
is reflected in a concern that this satisfaction of the formula should not vary if 
a change in point of view or framework produces a change in the coordinates 
of the points. The invariance of an equation is, in general, a very different 
problem than the invariance of a polynomial and this difference produces a 
different array of questions, transformations, and needed techniques. The old 
relative invariant of algebra-a polynomial function such that 
is an important simplification of the invariant equation of logic and geometry-an 
equation such that 
(P(+lL..., U(X~)) = 0) tt (p(q )...) NJ == 0). 
The difference shows more starkly with the extension from invariant equations 
to invariant first-order formulas, an extension which was not available in algebra 
and produces new and interesting problems. It is intriguing to notice that an 
algebraic author such as Littlewood [ll, p. 3051 begins his discussion with 
equations and then quickly, but inexplicably-, slips over to functions by the 
second paragraph. 
Geometrically and logically we need to analyze what happens to a formula 
when the homogeneous coordinates of a point are changed. In Section 2 we will 
present a framework which permits this analysis-invariance for a category of 
first-order valuations. We also provide a geometric motivation for this framework 
in terms of naming geometric constructions. In Section 3 we use this framework 
to present a characterization of formulas invariant for changes of homogeneous 
coordinates as those formulas equivalent to homogeneous formulas homogeneous 
in each free vector variable. 
In Section 4 we use this framework and point of view to analyze what trans- 
formations between valuations are appropriate for some “higher quantities” 
[14, pp. 17-181 or derived variables [I 1, p. 3071. W e g ive some results for variables 
presented by polynomial equations and pose new questions for other quantities 
presented by first-order formulas. These new quantities represent a new variety 
of geometric entity, which in some sense extends the idea of a tensor. 
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In Section 5 we discuss briefly the geometry which is appropriate to the 
invariant theory of semilinear transformations, without the presence of homo- 
geneous coordinates. This geometry, which we call the geometry of structures, 
is distinct from projective geometry and is an area of active applied research. 
Ironically, it is the invariant theory of this less known geometry which the 
algebraists were really studying. 
In future papers we will investigate: (iii) axiom systems and the Second 
Fundamental Theorem of invariant theory and (iv) applications to combinatorial 
geometry. 
2. ~VARIANCE FOR A CATEGORY OF FIRST-ORDER ~ALUATIOXS 
We will motivate and develop the framework by recalling how one works 
backward from the geometric model to the first-order expression. 
Given a projective geometry of dim n -- I there is a construction of a coordinate 
field, using lines and points of intersection. Then with a frame of reference, or 
reference simplex, we construct an n-tuple of these field elements for each 
point [9, Chap. VII]. A series of equations can then be seen as shorthand for a 
series of constructions and relationships between these constructions. Several 
constructions may converge on the same point producing two vectors such as 
(z’~ ,..., Us,) and (AU, ,..., Av,?) for this point. The transformations which will not 
affect the basic geometric properties are: any change in the construction which 
concludes by referring to the same points. Since the variables in the equations 
and first-order formulas refer to constructions and not points, we are free to 
modify values of each variable independently, within a fixed frame of reference 
and within the limitation of finally referring to the same point. Even if two 
variables refer to the same point, only one may be altered by the transformation 
of constructions. 
The logical process of assigning values to the variables and evaluating the 
formula at these values is a first-order valuation. Therefore, the morphisms 
which arise are morphisms between first-order valuations. 
Recall that a valuation is given by a map which selects a model .I1 and then 
specifies the individuals in the model at which the variables and constants will be 
evaluated. If we well-order the variables and constants ((x,1, (cj), i < [,j XI a) 
then a valuation is presented as 
where M is the model, nz, the values for the variables, and nj the values for 
the constants in the model. 
The models which we construct are vector spaces P7 of dim n and with a fixed 
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field and frame of reference the morphisms which occur can be presented as 
T: ( k7; (vi), i < 6) - (V; (Api), i < f) 
with Xi + 0 elements of the field of V. For visual simplicity we have omitted the 
symbols for the field and the constants of the field. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A category of valuations is a category with objects- 
valuations from a fixed first-order language into models of the language, and 
morphisms-transformations between these valuations. 
For any category of models such as those employed in [I81 we can lift the 
morphism between models T: M + M’ into a morphism between the valuations 
T: (&I; (wzi), i < 6) - (AT; (T(q)), i < 8. 
This framework is a final extension of the previous point of view. 
The following definition extends the classical idea of invariant significance. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A formula P(x, ,..., x,) is invariant for a category of 
vaZuatio?zs if, for each morphism Tin the category with domain U, the valuation 
7J satisfies F iff the valuation T(U) satisfies F. 
Restated in model terms, this says: 
ill b F(q ,..., q,) iff T(M) /.= F(T(m,J ,..., T(mJ). 
1t-e are now ready to set up explicitly the categories required for homogeneous 
coordinates. 
We recall that Ln(SAK), the simplified language for analytic geometry over 
fields extending K, is a modified two-sorted language of signature: 
0 = {V, S; --; e1 ,..., en, -t, ., -; 0, 1, (C,>fEKf 
with only a countable collection of variables of sort V and no variables of sort S. 
A standard model of Ln(X4K) is a vector space: 
T={V,S;-;el ,..., e”,-t-;,-;O,l(h(f)>f~K) 
where CV is a vector space of dimension n over the field (S; +, ., --; 0, I), 
h is an embedding of K into S, the ei are the projections: V + S onto the ith 
coordinate. 
The collection of all standard models, the vector spaces of dim n over fields 
extending K, is denoted VnK. For K = 4, we have all vector spaces of dimen- 
sion n. For further details and the reasons for this choice of language consult 
[18, p. 1231. 
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DEFISITI~N 2.3. The category IT& is the category with objects all 
valuations of the language I,n(SAK) into J .7/K, and morphisms- all maps: 
h(h, j): (I’; ‘IT, I i < w) ---f (I-; (X,zi) i --: w) with all Xi 1 in the field of I’, 
for i .,/ j, and Aj h for any nonzero X of the field of I,-. All finite compositions 
of such maps also occur. 
It is true that linear transformations and homogeneous coordinates could be 
nicely handled with morphisms among formulas rather than among I-aluations. 
This would represent the other extreme from morphisms among models and was 
employed in [17]. However, automorphisms of fields are not easily treated bv 
morphisms of formulas, though they did fit into morphisms of models. For such 
reasons we stick with the proposal that the required format is a category of 
valuations, which subsumes both extremes. 
3. ISVARIANT Fo~nrc-LAS FOR IIon~oc~~~Ous COORDINATES 
As expected, formulas invariant over choice of homogeneous coordinates are 
essentially those formulas which arc homogeneous in their syntactic form. 
DEFIKITION 3.1. A formula F inh(X-lK) is homogeneous in the zzviable y 
if each atomic equation in F is homogeneous in occurrences of e*(y),..., e”(y), 
all taken together, viewed as a polynomial equation. 
DEFINTIOX 3.2. A formula F is totally homogeneous if F is homogeneous in 
each of the variables occurring in F. 
We begin with open formulas. 
'~HEORIX 3.1. An open formula F in Ln(SAk’) is invariant for the category 
HnK if there is a totally homogeneous formula h(F) in Ln(SAK) such that F d--) h(F) 
in the theory of J’nK. 
Proof. We will employ the following result [17, Lemma 2.11. 
LEi\lMA. For an open formula F in the language of integral domains and ut1 
infinite jield K, for fixed xi , K + F(x, ,... , x,, . t) for an in$nite set of t 28. K + 
F’(x, ,..., x,,), where F’ comes from F by replacing each equation, (Cp,t” := 0), 
by the formula x(pi = 0). (C is shorthand for an extended sum, 7~ for repeated 
conjunction). 
Xow assume F is invariant for HnK. Take any valuation Val into an infinite 
model C’in V&C. 
JF ‘+ F(a, ,..., a, ,..., a,,,) iff li j= F(a, ,..., Xai ,..., a,,) 
for all h ~,: 0 in the field of I -. Since @(/\a,) ~~ &‘(a,), this second formula is, 
properly viewed, an open formula in the language of domains: G(a,,..., a,,..., n,,,, ,\) 
satisfied for an infinite set of A. Therefore, by the lemma k7 += F(a, ,..., nln), iff 
I7 I= F’(a, ,..., a,,,), where E” comes from E’ by replacing each equation in ZJ with 
its homogeneous parts relative to the variable x1 . ‘Thus F’ is homogeneous in .x1 . 
Repeated application of this algorithm to each of the free \-ariablcs in turn 
creates the desired h(F) with: 
1 i + F(n, )...) a,,,) itf 1 I : -~ h(F)(a, ,..., a,,,). 
r\;ow, h(F) was obtained uniformly in any infinite model. Furthermore, 
both F and h(F) are quantifier-free and any field can be embedded into an 
infinite field. Since satisfaction of an open formula is invariant under such 
embeddings: 
I- +Ft+ h(F) for all models in V&. 
(2) Assume F +S h(F). Take any valuation EaE into a model I _ and a mor- 
phism h(A. i) with domain I-al. Then: 
VaZ satisfies h(F) iff I. + h(F)(n, ,..., a,,,). 
Since IL(F) is homogeneous in the ith variable and h -,A 0, we hare: 
and 
I- f= h(F)(a, ? . ..) haj ,...) a,,,) 
1’( F-u/) satisfies h(F)(xl ,..., x9,). 
We conclude that F is invariant for any morphism in the category. 1 
Remark. We can use this result to extend the results of [18, Theorem 3.11. 
Consult the reference for details on the notation. 
C‘OROLLARY 3.2. rlrz. open formula in Ln(SAK) is invariant for fh7K and fol 
Gl(nK), iff there is an open, totally homogeneous formula G in Ln(SBK), with 
the same free variables, plus perhaps cl ,..., c,, , such that: 
Ft, Det(Vc, ,..., VcJG in the theory of VnK. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.1 to F to obtain the totally homogeneous formula 
h(F). Xow consider the transformation in GZ(nK), with matrix [Tij] = [j&S,,] 
with hi L--~ 1, i # ii, and h, == s and a,, the Kronecker delta function, and 
domain some infinite model b*. With this transformation on V: 
v k h(F)@, >..., 4 if V + h(F)(T(a,),..., T(a,,,)) 
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for any s .:- 0. Again, h(E)( 7’f2,) ,..., l’(u,,,)) . f 15 a ormula in the language of domains 
which looks like F’(r, ,..,, z’,,, , s) and is true for infinitely many s. By the lemma 
vve obtain F’ which is now also homogeneous in occurrences of &. Repeating this 
for i em= l,..., 71 we get: 
I7 h(F)(a, ,...) %) (--$ F’(q ,..., Z’,,,) 
where F’ is homogeneous in all variables and in all e’. 
Since all these formulas are open and all finite models can be embedded into 
infinite models, this equivalence holds for all valuations in FnK. 
Sow, we employ the invariance for Gl(nK) to apply Theorem 3.3 of [18] and 
get the formula G in Ln(SBK) with: 
F t+ Det(Vc, ,..., VC,,)G in 17nk*. 
The formula G comes from F’ by replacing ei(y) by [ci ,..., cI-iy,..., c,,] and 
finally adding the disjunct V([c, ,..., c,,] =-m 0. This procedure preserves the 
homogeneity in each xi and the homogeneity in the ei induces homogeneity 
of G in the ci . Therefore, G is totally homogeneous as required. 
If F ++ Det(V’c., ,..., Vc,,)G in the theory of lTrX, we find that such G arc 
invariant for Gl(nK) by Theorem 3.3 of [18] and for HnK by Theorem 3.1. 1 
ITor quantified formulas WC have two, somewhat messier, but trivial methods 
of characterizing invariance relative to HnK. Wc will present the characterization 
closest in form to that for quantifier-free formulas. All three approaches to 
homogeneity are discussed in more detail in [I 71. 
‘hEORl:.RI 4.1 . A1 ~fornrula E’ in Ln(SAK) is invariant for HnK ijf there is a 
jbrmula h(F) with the same free and bound z-ariables, homogeneous in each of its 
free variables, such that 
F < f h(F) in the theory of VnK. 
Proof. Apply the techniques of [17, pp. 10-l I]. U 
Although we have paused to indicate that techniques are available for general 
formulas, it seems to us that what is really required from a logical point of view 
is the creation of an invariant language rather than the isolation of invariant 
formulas within the larger language. What this means, in practice, is that we 
should isolate only the propositional or combinatorial part of the language-that 
which is invariant under extension as well as under the other geometric mor- 
phisms. Then we add quantifiers in the usual way to invariant formulas. If this 
is a correct assessment of the task then the characterization for open formulas 
is the only one of interest- as is shown in our paper [19] where the combina- 
tional part of the language is singled out and examined. 
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4. HIGHER QKWTITIES 
In both geometry and algebra, there are a series of other objects of stud!- in 
addition to points or vectors. There are the hyperplanes (also n-rectors, but 
transformed controgradiently), the rotors, screws (or dpames), and k-crtensors 
of Grassmann’s algebra, the quadrics, cubits, quartics, and quantics of classical 
invariant theory, and the entire array of mixed tensors [4, pp. 28--29; 7; 10, 
pp, 299381. Each new quantity introduces a new sort of variable to our language - 
a “derived” variable [14, pp. 16-l 8; 11, p. 3071. 
The traditional tensors and extensors can be viewed as a kind of “grouping 
together” of existing variables. For example, a hyperplane is a grouping of 
n - 1 points x1 ,..., ~,+i in the equation [.~i ,..., ~,,+i, .Y] :- 0 to be rewritten 
as (-4, X) = 0 or al.z., -t- a%, +~ ... -,- a?‘.~,, =~= 0. In this equation x represents a 
point on the hyperplane A whenever the equation is satisfied. Similarly a line 
gets coordinates by grouping x1 , x\‘.’ , in: 
rewritten as 
(Vy4 ... vy,,)[Yc”?‘,d .‘.y?J = 0 
where s represents a point on the line 2. These “coordinates” can be added to 
form coordinates X; + .L$ for a general “screw” or 2 extensor, though not 
necessarily a line [7, p. 156; 10, p. 321. 
It has long been recognized that symmetric tensors can be viewed as “coeffi- 
cients” of a polynomial C ai, .,,, iF, .vll . . . . .+. From a logical point of view we 1, 
could consider the polynomial equation 
which produces a tensor, but with the natural equivalence under homogeneous 
multiplication. This choice of equation and equivalence is appropriate for 
projective geometry, though not for the geometry of structures discussed in 
Section 5. 
A%gain this can be viewed as lumping together of the .-f,‘s in the equation 
(Ax)~ =-= 0 or (u?~r !- ... + Px,,)~ mm 0 and, if necessary, adding several such 
pieces to obtain the general polynomial equations. This view is a basis for the 
symbolic method of invariant theory [12, pp. 173-l 81; I, p. 1661. 
At a more general level we can group some of the existing free variables in an! 
first-order formula. It seems natural to work with formulas that are invariant 
for the category under study. These groupings will generate the coordinates of 
vectors in a vector space of some appropriate dimension, which will form a 
tensor space if the formula is a single equation. 1Ve emphasize that, in general, 
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the sums of such objects will not be decomposable as a “grouping,” and wc will 
need to introduce appropriate notation for terms which include these new 
variables. -1s an example, recall the operations (As) and [-Ai ,..., -Jli] required to 
handle hyperplanes [18, pp. 132-1351. 
This approach is not di&rent in an\- essential wa!. from Plucker’s original 
proposal that the constants of any geometric configuration can be viewed as 
\-ariable coordinates of this configuration [IO, p. 601. \Ve are simply recognizing 
that there may be constants scattered throughout a first-order formula, and that 
they usuall! can be reexamined as regroupings of other hidden points. 
The basic question for such a new variable is the introduction of morphisms 
appropriate to this variable, including an extension of all existing morphisms 
to act also on the new quantity. ‘1’0 Klein the form of these induced transforma- 
tions is the characterization of a geometric quantity, and an! two types of quantit!- 
with the same induced transformations arc the same quantity- [lo, pp. 26-27, 
39-531. 11-e prefer to consider two t!-pcs of quantities as equi\-alent if the formulas 
from -which the\- arc abstracted are h@cull\~ equivalent. \Vhcthcr these two s . 
notinns coincide in general awaits further study. 
\Ye present an elementary example of the whole process and then abstract some 
general properties and an elenientar\ result. 
C’onsider the cast of hypcrplanes in projective geonietr\,. ‘The defining 
formula can be written: 
M.c demand that, for all existing morphisms 7’: 
(T(A), T(s)) = 0 ( ) (--f, X) = 0 
since a geometric morphism could not alter such a geometric relationship. ‘l’o fix 
csactly the action of ‘f on A1, we need first to know what variation is possible 
in the basic coordinates of a hyperplane. If (.4, X) 0 e (P, X) : 0 for all X, 
what is the relationship between A and I’. ? The answer, of course, is A -7: XP, 
X :I 0. Thus we are forced to recognize that hyperplanes also have homogeneous 
coordinates, as we previously knew from geometric experience. These homo- 
geneous coordinates represent new morphisms which leave the coordinates of 
points unchanged. 
\Vith these morphisms fixed we can predict (~1) to equivalence under a 
transformation of the first type) how all other preexisting morphisms will act. 
Given a linear transformation T with matrix As, we have 
so that 
T(s) -= JZ ‘2: [x] and 
(. f, .y) -=: [A] :. [x] -= [A] ‘. ‘II--’ ‘“\ !lZ ‘I [x] 
-~: [?‘(A)] x [T(x)] ~~ (T(A), 7’(x)). 
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‘IklS, 
(T(A), T(x)) = 0 ts (A, x) = 0. 
Since this definition keeps the original defining formula invariant, it is, up to 
homogeneous multiplication, the only possible action, and is classically called 
contragradient to the action of Ton the points. 
We now extract some of the essential features of this example. IVe have 
morphisms on all existing variables. W-e have a formula which defines the 
connection between a new quantity B and previous quantities z’~ ,..., ZIP: 
F(B, z+ ,..., vJ. There are two classes of transformations. 
(i) For all existing morphisms T, there must be a derived action on the 
new quantity, T(B) satisfying the invariance 
F(T(B), T(q) ,..., T(cuJ) o F(B, z’~ ,..., q.). 
(ii) There may be a new class of morphism, which is the identity on all 
existing quantities, such that 
F@(B), q ,..., zl,,.) c+ F(B, 7’1 ,..., 7an), 
Remark 1. Since the quantity is new, it seems natural to expect that the 
action T(B) should also not be affected by the choice of the other variables 
V 1 ,.‘., 71~ or their valuations, but only by the valuation of B. With this in mind, 
if there are morphisms which are the identity on an infinite collection of variables 
of some type (like homogeneous multiplication of points), they will also be the 
identity on this new quantity-up to a morphism of type (ii). 
Remark 2. The problem of finding a possible action to satisfy condition 1 
is solvable, for projective geometry, in a straightforward way. The standard 
examples are the derived matrices for multilinear functions [I 1, p. 3071. Assuming 
each coordinate of the new quantity has one occurrence in the defining formula, 
and the formula has each equation linear in these coordinates, we can find a 
derived matrix for each “tensor” piece (each piece coming from an atomic 
equation) and recombine these matrices into a total, derived transformation. 
With these remarks in mind, the tough question seems to reduce to finding 
all possible “equivalences” of type (ii). We have only one result in this line, for 
quantities presented by a single equation of a “generic” sort. 
LEMMA 4.1. If (f(.q ,..., .qJ = 0) + (g(x, ,... , x,?,) = 0) ozjer an algebraically 
closed jield, where f and g are polynomials of the same degree and f is in the jirst 
power in each polynomial factor over the ground$eld, then 
f (x1 ,..., %,) = &+I ,..., T,,), x f 0. 
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Proof. Since f -7 0 --f g :~ 0, by Hilbert’s Nullstellenscitz we have [20, 
p. 1641 
g” _ af, r an integer, a a polynomial. 
Since f is of first power in each factor and f 1 gr thenf j g. Sincef and g are of the 
same power f = Ag. 1 
The possibility of using this result rests on a number of heuristic observations. 
Classical geometric morphisms correspond to alternative geometric constructions 
of the same object, and as such are algebraically represented. Thus we expect 
S to be algebraically expressed. If a morphism is homogeneous multiplication 
on equations of the first power in each factor, and is algebraically presented, it 
should also be homogeneous multiplication on all other equations. The action 
will represent, geometrically, a change in a combinatorial construction, and this 
means its form will be unaltered by embedding an underlying field into an 
algebraically closed field. Thus we feel justified in proposing that the action over 
any field is precisely the allowed type of action in an algebraically closed field. 
Thus we anticipate that homogeneous multiplication will be the only allowed 
equivalence of type (ii), provided the equation is linear and homogeneous in 
the coordinates of the new quantity. For projective geometry the initial homo- 
geneity in points should induce a homogeneity in each of the new quantities since 
they are accumulated regroupings of the point coordinates. 
Remark 3. This lemma can also be applied to characterize equations 
invariant for field automorphisms-a question which arose in [18, p. 1301. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. An equation f (x1 ,..., x,,) = 0 is invariant under all auto- 
morphisms of fields ;sf (f = 0) t) (f’ == 0) where f' has coefficients in the prime 
subjield. 
Proof. 1Ve know f =- 0 t+ g = 0 where g is of first power in each factor. 
For any automorphism a of the field, and any polynomial 
&+I ,‘.., x,,,) == 0 cs a(g)(a(xJ ,..., a(%,,,)) = 0. 
From the invariance off = 0 WC have 
g ( x1 )...) x,,,) = 0 f-) g(a(x&..., a(x,,)) = 0 
and therefore 
a(g)(a(4,..., a@,>) = 0 t+ g(44..., 4%)). 
Thus by Lemma 4.1 we have a(g) = Ag. Taking any single coefficient of g which 
is c =# 0, we have g = cf ’ where f’ has one coefficient as 1. Then we find 
a(g) =: a(c) a( f ‘) = a(c) hlf’ = /\g. 
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Since h’ x 1 = a(l) = 1, we hare h’ --z 1, and u( f’) = f’. Thus f’ is the 
required polynomial, found uniformly for all automorphisms. Its coefficients, 
fixed under all automorphisms, must be in the prime subfield. 1 
For more general quantities presented by first-order formulas we have, at 
present, no results. For projective geometry we would anticipate homogeneous 
multiplication of the coordinates arising from each separate equation in the 
formula will be an allowed equivalence. What other possible equivalence 
morphisms of type (ii) can occur is unknown. 
Working with these general first-order formulas we do have a generalization 
of the structure of tensors. First accepting the equivalence relation: 
we then have 
f(B, ~1 ,..., Vi;) = 0 v g(C, 7J1 )...) u,J = 0-f x g(B, C, cj ,...,Q) =0 
which gives an embedding of the canonical tensor product of the tensor algebra 
[8, p. 431 into the disjunction of equations. We also have the new structure of 
the operators: conjunction, negation, and quantification-the structure of a 
cylindrical algebra. 1Vhile coordinates of these quantities can be added com- 
ponentwise, the equivalence relation makes this as ill defined as addition of 
homogeneous coordinates of points in a projective space, though useful in the 
geometry outlined in Section 5. 
Any detailed discussion of the additive separation of tensors, such as occurs 
in the algebraic study of tensors, is no longer helpful, but what are needed are 
some logical results about standard forms for these formulas under logical 
equivalence. Some detailed study of the syntax and proof theory of the first-order 
of integral domains is required to develop these standard forms and extend 
Lemma 1 to cover them. Such study will also help us appraise the structure 
of these generalized formula tensors and their logical operations. In passing, 
it should also solve the problem of formulas invariant for automorphisms of a 
field. 
The very elementary beginnings of such a proof theory in [16, Chap. 41 
indicate that Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz will be an essential tool in these studies, 
but very little else has been investigated. 
In concluding our discussion of these higher quantities we should note that the 
classical characterization of invariant functions involving tensors extends to 
first-order formulas. This characterization uses the “symbolic method” which 
involves writing the tensors as products of “symbolic” vectors and proves that 
invariant functions can be written as a combination of regular invariants in these 
symbolic vectors [4, pp. 32-40; 11, pp. 325-328; 14, pp. 243-2461. Using these 
methods and notations, the theorems of [I 81 and of Section 3 of this paper can be 
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extended without difficulty to cover all tensors. Leaving aside detailed definitions 
and notations, the basic theorem runs: 
-4ny formula involving z>ectovs and tensors is invariant jbr linear iruus- 
formations and changes ?f homogeneous coordinates iff the formula is 
equivalent to a homogeneous formula, homo~erzeous it1 each free variable, 
composed of brackets and inner products of symbolic vectors and regular 
brackets, erith the same free and bound variables plus perhaps n new 
uni~veuall$ bound vector caviubles. 
If projective geometry requires a collection of morphisms which includes both 
semilinear maps and homogeneous multiplication, what is the geometry corre- 
sponding the only semilinear transformations? The answer is Grassmann’s 
geometry of extensors. In this geometry we start with finite points of various 
distinguishable weights or intensities as well as points at infinity of distinguishable 
weights. We also have geometric quantities called extensors- such as sections 
of a line of fixed length and tied to the line (rotors or forces), sections of a plane, 
of fixed area and tied to the plane (leaves or plane magnitudes), etc. The 
geometry is usually studied in ways which are overlapping and often barely 
distinguished from projective geometry. As a separate geometry it seems to have 
been lost to pure mathematics. However, just as projective geometry remains 
alive in our imaginations as the geometry of sight with the line at a3 for a 
horizon, so the geometry of extensors survives as the geometry of mechanics 
in general and statics in particular [lo, p. 611. 
Of course generations of physicists have used Hamilton’s quaternians as the 
“analytic geometry of mechanics” but the general structure of statics has also 
been recognized by a variety of authors as coinciding with that of Grassmann’s 
calculus of extensors [7, p. XIII; 151. Weighted points and directed tied line 
segments are very real in any discussion of instantaneous velocity, momentum, 
or force. Pieces of the line at infinity are as practical as the translations and 
couples of forces which they represent in this algebra [lo, pp. 23-24, 31-381. 
We know of no modern treatment of this geometry, nor of mechanics repre- 
sented in this language. The most recent and elegant treatment of the algebra 
(or analytic geometry) of the extensors is the work on Cayley algebra [5]. This 
work, which also grows out of classical invariant theory, presents the algebra in 
terms of the fundamental invariant operation of the bracket or determinant, and 
includes variables for all the intermediate extensors between points and hyper- 
planes. As such it incorporates both exterior algebra and Grassmann algebra as 
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substructures, and provides a nice algebra for working out the problems in 
statics [21]. 
\Ve will simply give one illustration from statics. Given two weighted points 
rigidly connected together, with weighted coordinates a and b, we assign an 
instantaneous momentum ,I to n and R to h. In space these momentums are 
2-extensors thought of as pieces of a hyperplane through the point, perpendicular 
to tbc motion-or a kind of axial vector in the sense of Klein [lo, p. 451. The 
basic condition imposed bv the rigid connection is written 
[UB] + [b/l] = 0 
in addition t(J the trivial requirements [a.J] == 0 and [bB] -7: 0. Notice that this 
statement is not homogeneous in a or 0 and therefore is invariant only for semi- 
linear transformations. From such equations we can develop a whole calculus for 
studying rigidity of bars and hinges, or panels and hinges. This form of algebra 
is typical of statics, though many questions can be finally reduced to projective 
geometry and comments on the locations of points alone. \Yhat is surprising is 
that rigidit)- and statics should be invariant for this large a category, and the 
geometr!- of extensors should be the precise level required for this work. 
M3hin the field of structural engineering there has recently appeared a very 
exciting conjecture that requires us to use this geotnetry. One is studying 
instantaneous motions and counting the instantaneous degrees of freedom of 
structures formed from bars and hinges or from panels and hinges. Barac’s 
conjecture is that such a structure has one more degree of freedom iff it is the 
projection of a polytope from the next higher dimension [2, p. 81. Put in more 
colorful but just as accurate terms: a building will fall over because it is really 
the projection of a four-dimensional building. 
This remarkable proposal has many supporting examples and subcases which 
have been verified using the geometry of structures and Cayley algebra [3]. It is 
important to realize that fundamental problems in statics remain unsolved. 
‘I’hc combination of beautiful geometric statements, and practical importance 
in the statics of prefab construction with panels and hinges produces an exciting 
field for active research. These problems serve to illustrate the work that needs 
to be done in what we are calling the geometry of structures [21]. 
\Vithin the framework of invariant theory the elementary fundamental 
problems for structural geometry have, in fact, been solved in the rnidst of 
unral-eline the corresponding questions for projective geometry. The charac- 
terization in [18] is the required result for invariant formulas of this geometry. 
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